
Star Light
LED Clip

A high quality, low weight, and cost effective musician’s
light, that boasts the high standards of RATstands’ designs.
The Star Light is the ideal affordable alternative to the
RATstands Professional Range lights.
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Product Features
Star Light

10 LED’s provide a good and even spread of light across the page.The Star
Light has two output levels,which enable the musician to control the
brightness of the light, by simply pressing a switch on the side of the lamp
housing.

The Star Light has a powerful spring clip, crafted from a strong plastic,which
can be fitted to almost any make of music stand.

The Star Light comes with a carry case included,allowing the lamp to be
easily transported.

This light is powered using Lithium-ion batteries and can be recharged whilst
it is in use, using the supplied charger.At it’s maximum output, the Star Light
will last over 5 hours between charges.The Lithium-ion batteries ensure
longer periods between charge,whilst minimising the weight of the lamp.
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Specifier’s description
A battery powered lamp with slim plastic housing.Connects to any music stand with spring clip that also houses
batteries. Batteries can be recharged whilst light is in use.Contains 10 low voltage LEDs. Has 2 light output levels.
Charge time is 3.5 hours.

General
Warranty 2 Years

Part number 89Q1

Applicable standards EN55015, EN55035, EN60529, EN60598

IP rating IP50

Markings CE

Construction
Structural parts Plastic

Lamp housing Plastic

Dimensions
Profile of lamp as seen by user: thickness 20mm [0.8in]

Profile of lamp as seen by user: width 205mm [8.1in]

Rotation of lamp housing As permitted by the gooseneck

Cable length (from clip, fully stretched) 2m (charger cable) [6.6ft]

Weight 0.25kg (without charger) [0.6lbs]

Optical characteristics
Colour temperature 6000K

Light intensity at mid-point of an A4 score 320 / 75 W (high/low)

Electrical characteristics
SELV (safety extra low voltage) YES

Electrical power consumption 0.7 V

Running time on full brightness 5 hours

Charging time from flat 3.5 hours

Physical characteristics
Cable type Straight cable with PVC outer sheath (charger cable)

Electrical connector type Plug-top charger with DC plug

Detailed Specification
Star Light
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